
Teacher, student and community responses

This is a curriculum that needs some refining to repeat. I would change the order of events 
and do the Ebola simulation game nearer the beginning. I would work on developing skills for 
debating and multimedia production prior to the commencement of the project. 
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REFLECTION

•	 Digital product and showcase presentation 
•	 See attached PowerPoint from AISWA showcase for teacher process and reflection 

(containing examples of speech by students and quotes from written work) 
•	 See attached iMovies by students as their final project
•	 “Matt’s Lex@r thing” – This was an overall view of global inequality which cleverly used 

a first world medium (memes) to show the inequalities between the first and third world 
problem. This work was done by a student who had been slightly disengaged over the year 
and shows an improvement in thought and application. 

•	 “Abortion Project” – this was voted by the students themselves as one of the most subtle 
and best presented. 

•	 “Child Soldiers” – This demonstrates a number of technical methods that really enhance the 
persuasive element, as well as just being incredibly moving. 

•	 “Domestic Violence”
•	 “Gender inequality” – This student felt very strongly about this issue and had trouble 

choosing which facts and statistics to include and in what order to place her facts to make 
her point. She wanted to include this as part of a blog and so we discussed not making it a 
‘rant’ but a reasoned expose. 

•	 “The right to Water” – good use of audio and colour, done completely independently. 
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PUBLISHING 

AND PRESENTING

Student innovation, creative problem-solving, etc.

Students participated in discussions and public speaking in groups of three to determine what 
a theoretical understanding of justice would look like when applied to real life current scenarios, 
e.g. Syrian refugee crisis. 
Student project required students to research a global issue, identify the factors that contribute to 
that issue and pose one or more solutions.
Students created a digital media product to inform and provoke action on their chosen global 
issue. 
Students had to solve a variety of technical issues in the process of making their media product, 
as well as make choices about artistic presentation and which facts to include. Some students 
worked in pairs on occasion to solve or brainstorm solutions to different issues as they arose. 
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PLANNING
SOLUTIONS

Who and what (eg, guest speakers, One World or Taking Action booklets, use of 21st skills, etc.)?

•	 World Vision booklets on Global inequality, Global citizenship and Persuasive texts
•	 Copy of Universal Declaration of Human Rights
•	 Booked returned nurse from Ebola crisis through Red Cross (Unfortunately, she needed to 

cancel and an alternative date didn’t work.) 
•	 You were made to make a difference by Max Lucado – lots of examples of young people doing 

things to impact on their world.
•	 YouTube clips by organisations like Room to Read, World Vision’s Teenage affluenza, Human 

rights for youth information pack 
•	 A brief history of human rights retrieved from  http://www.humanrights.com/what-are-human-

rights/brief-history/cyrus-cylinder.html 
•	 Just People (movie documentary on social dynamics behind genocide and conflict) retrieved 

from http://www.humanityinaction.org/pages/239-humanity-in-action-presents-just-people 
•	 Articles and information on justice, especially The Little book of biblical justice, by C Marshall
•	 Jan Clarke from AISWA presented a workshop for students on creating a multimedia product
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RESOURCES

Teacher/student negotiation around driving question/problem, student voice and choice

The driving question “What is justice?” was determined by the teacher in response to previous 
discussions over the year about a variety of issues of justice and advocacy. Student choice 
was given as to how and what they would explore as a global issue, how they would present 
it and whether they would work collaboratively or independently. Some student and teacher 
negotiation occurred to narrow a field of enquiry or define an issue more clearly. 
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STARTING 

PBL PROCESS

How did you (teacher) plan – for immersion, explicit teaching, etc.?

Research into ideas/philosophy of justice and social conscience.
Collation of resources about Ebola, global inequality, etc.
Structured lessons to move from general ideas about human rights and justice and examining 
a biblical view/s of justice to specific applications of justice in real-life scenarios. See below.
Project design and rubric attached. 

Human rights:  http://www.humanrights.com/what-are-human-rights/brief-history/cyrus-cylinder.html 
To explore the story of human rights, students completed an accompanying worksheet. 
Discussion of a segment from the documentary film Just people, which explores the post-war response to atrocities and 
the social behaviour of groups of people. It poses the obvious question of what would you do: speak out or stay silent? 
This fitted with the theme of taking action. 
http://www.humanityinaction.org/pages/239-humanity-in-action-presents-just-people
Exploration of idea of biblical justice as a foil to humanistic-based rights. Students read articles and texts (both Old and 
New Testament) and presented this information to one another in a Socratic circle discussion. Essential questions for this 
were: What is justice? What view of man and God lies behind a human rights approach? How does biblical justice differ? 
The meaning and application of justice was debated.
A simulation game where students were the board of Firestone and had to make a series of decisions about the employees 
on their plantation in Liberia at the time of the Ebola crisis. Requested a speaker from the Red Cross, who was a nurse 
returned from Sierra Leone. 
Visit to Scitech had been booked earlier in the year to do a Robotics lab. This facilitated a discussion about what makes us 
human and therefore why are we worthy of ‘rights’. Students submitted a paragraph or two via Google classroom after the 
excursion. 
Research for an open-ended project around the theme of human rights which required a digital, persuasive and 
informative product 
Called an expert to teach students how to create a digital text and animation techniques
Used Persuading the world (World Vision Publication) clips and worksheet of analysis to examine persuasive techniques. 
Think particularly about audience and the “call to action”. 
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PLANNING

What was your (teacher) motivation for joining the project?

1. Wanting to explore global justice and citizenship after a conversation about the Firestone 
Company in Liberia during the Ebola crisis.

2. Having students in an extension class with a love of debate and a high sense of justice.
3. School-wide professional development using Transforming by Design (NICE). 
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MOTIVATION
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